to single-nucleotide variations and small insertions-deletions (indels), larger-sized structural variations (for example, insertions, deletions, inversions, segmental duplications and copy-number polymorphisms) contribute to human genetic diversity. In almost all recent structural variation discovery (SVD) studies, short reads from a donor genome have been mapped to a reference genome as a first step. The accuracy of such an SVD study is directly correlated to the accuracy of this mapping step, which also provides the main computational bottleneck of the SVD study.
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Next-generation sequencing technologies provide increasingly longer reads (currently ~400 base pairs (bp) for the Roche 454 platform and 2 ×100 bp for the Illumina platform). However, even with the increased read lengths, ambiguity in read mapping remains a problem. A human genome resequencing study 1 using 36-bp reads has reported, on average, 1,628 mapping locations per read within two mismatches and indels. In our study, on a set of one million 36-bp reads from a Yoruban individual (NA18507), we observed an average of 1,486 mapping locations within two mismatches and indels and 1,411 mapping locations when we allowed only two mismatches but no indels. The mapping multiplicity only reduced to 615 locations for 50-bp reads within three mismatches, 185 locations for 75-bp reads within four mismatches and 140 locations for 100-bp reads within six mismatches ( Table 1) .
As structural variants are typically observed in repeat regions, it is critical to consider all possible mapping locations for each read. To address this need, recently developed mapping tools such as Maq 2 , Bowtie 3 , RazerS 4 and Burrows-Wheeler alignment (BWA) 5 have options to report read multiplicities, but they do not capture all possible mapping locations. Bowtie and BWA use the FerraginaManzini index 6 (FMI), which is designed (and works effectively) for finding exact matches. Extending the FMI to handle mismatches or indels is only achieved by heuristic generalizations. As the read length and the corresponding number of mismatches and indels to be tolerated increase, these methods deteriorate exponentially in terms of speed and/or accuracy.
We developed 'micro-read (substitutions only) fast alignment and search tool' (mrsFAST), a cache-oblivious short read mapping algorithm that rapidly finds all mapping locations of a collection of short reads from a donor genome in the reference genome within a user-specified number of mismatches through indexing both the reference genome and the short reads, and executing a simple cacheoblivious, all-to-all list comparison algorithm (Supplementary Note). We also developed mrFAST-CO, a version of mrsFAST that can handle indels and substitutions (equivalently, mrFAST-CO is a doubly indexed, cache-oblivious version of previously developed mrFAST 1 , a simple 'seed and extend'-type mapping algorithm).
Like mrFAST, mrsFAST and mrFAST-CO are seed-and-extend algorithms. Such algorithms work by first placing a k-mer (seed) from a read by interrogating the index (in the form of a hash table for all k-mers and their respective loci) of the reference genome and then extending them by allowing at most a user-specified number of mismatches or indels. During the execution of the algorithms, the operating system copies the information related to the seed locations from the main memory to the much faster levels of cache memory, and the extension step is performed using the information stored in the cache. In a naive execution (in comparison to a cache-oblivious execution) of such a seed-and-extend algorithm, the seed mapping locations to be compared to the read would be streamed through the cache. As cache capacity is very 
